Abstract: A mixed algorithm based on tag estimation and tag identification is put forward by analyzing the collision problem and the anti-collision algorithm in RFID and combining the advantages of dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm and dynamic binary search algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
The common tag anti-collision algorithms include TDMA-based ALOHA serial algorithm and binary search algorithm in RFID system, which will develop their advantages according to the number of tags. But when the number of tags cannot be estimated, the efficiency of a single algorithm will be low. If they can be applied simultaneously with the combination of the advantages of dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm and dynamic binary search algorithm, the collision problem can be more quickly solved based on the non-fixed number of tags.
OVERVIEW OF RFID ANTI-COLLISION ALGO-RITHM
RFID (radio frequency identification) is a non-contact automatic identification technology emerging in 1990s. It achieves the purpose to automatically identify the target objects through non-contact two-way communication in radio frequency manner. It has been widely applied in the fields of identity identification, manufactory fabrication and logistics management and so forth, which is also the core technology of the newly-developing Internet of Things.
Anti-collision technology is one of the key technologies for signal identification in RFID system. When there is only one tag within the readable range of a reader, it can be read directly. But the physical truth is that there are commonly multiple tags within the readable range of a reader. Under this circumstance of the shared channel with the same frequency, channel collision will occur when multiple tags send signals into the read channel of a reader simultaneously, thus signals mutually interference interfere and data collision generates, resulting in a communication failure between the reader and the tags. There have been many solutions for the collision problem, and the multiple-access method commonly used as a communication technology is the solution for anti-collision technology at present. There are basically four types: Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA), Frequence Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). Based on the hardware technology, the first three solve the collision problem by improving hardware condition, which are less practical because of the low utilization rate and relatively high implementation cost. Software method that can be updated easily is generally adopted, namely TDMA-based ALOHA serial algorithm and the binary anti-collision serial algorithm.
ALOHA SERIAL ALGORITHM

ALOHA Algorithm
ALOHA algorithm is a time division multiple access method deigned for the transmission of interactive computers and a random access method, whose basic principle is as follows: users can send the data frames at any time when needed, and the senders won't get any response when there is a conflict and the conflicting frame is destroyed. Random back-off will be carried out for a while whenever the tag is identified or not. The backoff time is a random number generated by the tag within a certain time randomly. The purpose of avoiding the collision is achieved due to the different random number.
Suppose s is the throughput rate, t0 is the time to transmitting a data packet, g is the exchanging data volume, pe is the probability for successful completion, and x is the frame number sent per second, The probability of sending n data frames in t seconds is: p n = xt ne-xt/n！ The probability of sending information in t0 seconds is: pe=e-g So the probability of not sending information in 2t0 seconds is: pe=e-2 g
The throughput calculated is: s=ge-2g When g=0.5, the throughput rate reaches its maximum value, 18.4%.]
ALOHA algorithm has the biggest advantages of simple algorithm principle, relatively low implementation cost and high efficiency when less tags. And its disadvantages are as follows: 1) Applicable to occasions of low instantaneity, only used for read-only tag.
2) The bigger the number of tags, the larger the collision probability.
Slotted ALOHA Algorithm and Dynamic Framed Slotted ALOHA Algorithm
Slotted ALOHA algorithm adopts TDMA and it starts only when the data transmission is always in a synchronous slot to avoid the local collision of ALOHA algorithm, and the time of a collision is shortened to t=t.
So the throughput of the algorithm is: s=ge-g When g=1, the throughput rate reaches its maximum value, 36.8%.
But when the number of tags keeps increasing at g=1, as all the times of duration in the slot are associated with the possible tags, moreover, there may be only one tag in the readable range of the reader, it might not be read. If the number of tags is too small, it will waste the channel. The nonfixed time slot can be used to solve the problem.
The principle of dynamic framed slotted ALOHA algorithm is to send two time slots of different sizes through the reader, if the number of tags is more, send a request command to increase the number of time slots till a tag is discovered, so as to find and adjust the size of the slot. But because various frames have the same and fixed length of time slots, if they have a similar slotted ALOHA algorithm, the fixed time slot will directly affect the identification efficiency. So the sending time slot should be dynamically adjusted.
Dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm can adjust the frame length according to idle condition and collision situation in each frame and modify the frame size in each cycle by using a tag estimation function. Tag estimation function is used to calculate the timeslot number required by the next identification circle based on the empty timeslot number, successful timeslot number and collision timeslot number that the reader feedbacks.
The increasing dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm is improved based on the restrictions or identification of number of tags. For example, the grouped dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm limits the response tag number in each frame by grouping. The suggestion of improving the grouping function and many improved methods have been proposed, such as the algorithm adding fractional number and tag grouping number, selection method for q value in Gen2 protocol, but they have the disadvantages of complex algorithm and difficult implementation. So dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm has been more genetically applied at present.
BINARY ANTI-COLLISION ALGORITHM
Binary Tree Search Algorithm
Binary anti-collision algorithm is regularly composed of rules for the interaction (command and response) stipulated between a reader and multiple tags.
The algorithm implementation is as follows: 1) Request (EPC): request serial number. The reader sends a serial number as a parameter to the tag, the tag compares the parameter with its own serial number which will be returned to the reader if it is less than or equal to the serial number.
2) Select (epc): select the tag. The reader sends a serial number to the tag, and the tag of this serial number will take it as the starting switch.
3) Read-Data: read and write the data. The selected tag sends data to the reader. 4) Unselect: deselect. The tag enters into no answer state.
Binary tree search algorithm was used when comparing the parameter with the standard serial number. Its thought is to keep narrowing the range of the corresponding tag till the only tag is identified through multiple comparisons, and then repeat the above operation cycle to continue to identify the next tag till all the tags are identified. Adaptive binary tree search algorithm, adaptive query tree algorithm and recoverable search algorithm have been improved in search strategy.
Dynamic Binary Tree Search Algorithm and the Improved Binary Tree Search Algorithm
As the serial number in the tag also contains additional information sent by the reader, a dynamic binary tree search algorithm is proposed, in order to avoid the transmission of spare parts in the serial number to improve the transmission speed. The serial number in the tag removes the additional information when the reader and the tag interact on each other.
The improved method of binary tree search algorithm includes regressive index algorithm, jumping dynamic search, binary tree algorithm, binary query tree algorithm, binary slotted tree RFID tag anti-collision algorithm, and binary slotted tree algorithm etc., which have improved the identification efficiency to some extent.
The Mixed Algorithm Based on ALOHA Serial Algorithm and Binary Search Algorithm
Due to the simple algorithm and low implementation cost, ALOHA serial algorithms have been commonly used, especially the dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm. When the number of tags is large and bigger transmission data, dynamic frame Aloha algorithm can play its advantage of strong real-time performance. However, ALOHA serial algorithms identify the tags randomly, so the possibility of collision is uncertain, when the collided tags are too many, it will directly lead to the decrease of identification efficiency of the algorithm.
Because the binary search algorithm is tree-based, the selection of tags is predictable, so it has stronger identification capability of tags when there is less number of tags. But because of the need to the request and interactive response of each tag, too many numbers of tags will greatly reduce the identification efficiency of the algorithm.
So, the mixed algorithm of dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm and dynamic binary search algorithm can be adopted when the number of tags is uncertain during the actual processing. The anti-collision problem is divided into tag estimation and tag identification. The relatively simple dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm suitable for occasion of larger numbers of tags is first adopted to estimate the number of tags in the tag estimation as its number of tags may be relatively large. After the estimation, the tags entering into the identification module is less, and then dynamic frame slotted ALOHA algorithm is used for primary tag identification, when the collision occurs, the number of collided tags will be less, and then the binary search algorithm is adopted for the two-step identification. Continue to the next tag estimation and identification, and repeat it till all the tags are completely identified. This mixed algorithm can greatly improve the identification efficiency.
CONCLUSION
According to the above analysis, ALOHA serial algorithm and binary search algorithm have their own advantages and disadvantages in solving the collision problems, and the mixed algorithm based on ALOHA serial algorithm and binary search algorithm can be applied in solving practical problems, and taking advantages of both can quickly solve the collision problem.
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